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Avon Calling was born as an idea back in early
2009 during a chat over my dining room table
with fellow Company founding member Louise
Platt. We were thinking of ideas for a new
piece of work that we could show the
beginnings of at an upcoming PILOT Night.
Having just finished making our hotel-based
performance Black Tonic which grew from my own
obsession with hotels, I asked Lou what she’d
like to make a show about. Buttons, dogs, and
her mum, were the three options she presented.
The stories surrounding Lou’s mum and her past
life as an Avon Lady were instantly
compelling, and so we embarked on the journey
that has brought us to here. After a period of
autobiographical research and Lou becoming an
Avon Representative to understand more, we
decided the show would tell a fictional story
inspired by this material. Making this show
has been a genuinely collaborative and
exploratory process, and we hope you have
enjoyed the production that has come from it.
Katie Day, Artistic Director
Share your own memories of Avon with us at
www.avonandme.co.uk
The Other Way Works is a Birmingham based theatre
company formed in 2001, led by Katie Day. Our
theatre is playful and draws the audience into the
very heart of the experience. Our last show Black
Tonic (2008-9) was performed in real hotels in
Birmingham, Bristol, Manchester and London.
www.theotherwayworks.co.uk
For biographies of the artists & more information
about the Company please see our website.

